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Abstract
Diverse uses of information technology (IT) i n
organizations affect privacy. Developers of electronic
commerce, database management, security mechanisms,
telecommunication and collaborative systems should be
aware of these effects and acknowledge the need for early
privacy planning during the requirements definition
activity. Public concerns about the collection of personal
information by consumer-based Web sites have led most
organizations running such sites to establish and publish
privacy policies. However, these policies often fail to align
with prevalent societal values on one hand and the
operational functioning of web-based applications on the
other. Assuming that such misalignments stem from
imperfect appreciation of consequences and not an intent t o
deceive, we discuss concepts, tools and techniques to help
requirements engineers and IT policy makers bring policies
and system requirements into better alignment. Our
objective is to encourage RE researchers and practitioners
to adopt a more holistic view of application and system
specification, in which a system or application is seen as a n
engine of policy enforcement and values attainment.

1. Introduction
Consumers are increasingly concerned about invasions
of their privacy due to the prevalence of data collection and
targeted marketing via various Web-enabled Information
Technology (IT) in arenas such as electronic commerce (ecommerce) and electronic mail. New information appliances
are increasingly merging communication features with
computing and commerce. As a result, societal values, such
as those regarding personal privacy, are being challenged
and are rapidly changing. The attitudes and concerns of
online consumers have been the focus of several recent
studies [CRA99, Cul99, EM00, BEP00, FTC98, FTC00,
KPM99, SMB96].
Privacy affects consumers or stakeholders in other
domains. Consider, for example, the role of a patient’s
information privacy in the health care industry as explored
in a recent study [BEP00]. The study measured privacy
perceptions of employees having daily exposure t o
information processing activities. The findings concluded
that employees are torn between their respect for personal
privacy and the need, whether imposed by management or
through
individual
thinking,
to collect personal
information.
Because consumers are a primary factor in growth of
online commerce, consumer values that concern online
privacy should be considered in the development of
requirements and privacy policy.
In particular, it i s
important to align system function with consumer values as

far as possible. Studying the values and perceptions of
online consumers in conjunction with a requirements
methodology can assist in achieving such an alignment.
A group of distinguished scientists and technologists
recently reported that issues of privacy would be one of the
top 10 challenges in IT over the next decade [CER00]. The
design of the technologies influencing these changes often
leave privacy as something which is considered and
addressed as an afterthought [AE01]. Instead, the guarantee
and assurance of privacy must be included in the design of
information technologies from the onset. Furthermore,
policies and regulations must be in place to guide the
requirements and design of these technologies.
Those of us who can offer a systems engineering
perspective must assume more responsibility for aligning
system requirements and their respective policy. In this
paper we discuss the need to apply the rigor which
requirements engineering principles and best practices offer
to privacy policy analysis. From the perspective of system
design, software engineers need methods and tools to enable
them to design systems that reflect those values pertaining
to how we use and protect our personal information. Policy
makers need mechanisms to ensure that systems comply with
IT policy.
Section 2 provides an overview of the pertinent issues
surrounding privacy and privacy policies. In Section3 we
discuss the need to apply principles from requirements
engineering to ensure holistic consideration of systems and
their respective policies. Section 4 presents an approach for
mapping privacy policies onto physical metaphors. Section
5 discusses privacy ontologies and their specification
whereas privacy teleologies and their discovery are
discussed in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we provide a
summary and discussion of future work.

2. Background and Rationale
In this section we briefly discuss privacy and privacy
policies within the context of challenges facing IT
professionals.
2.1 Privacy and Privacy Policies
Clarke describes privacy as the “interest individuals
have in sustaining personal space free from interference b y
other people and organizations” [Cla99]. Privacy is often
characterized as a moral or legal right, but cultures differ i n
their attitudes toward privacy, and legal protections vary
greatly among jurisdictions and applications. To allay
public concerns, many organizations running e-commerce
web sites now publish privacy policies. A privacy policy is a
comprehensive description of a Web site’s practices that i s
located on the site itself and may be easily accessed b y
visitors [FTC98]. It describes the kinds of information

collected by the web site and the way that information i s
handled, stored and used.
2.2 Common Policy Problems
Laudable though it is to specify an organization’s
privacy policies, several common problems with published
policies are discussed below.
2.2.1 Nonconformance to standard
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) is an international organization,
comprised of 30 countries, that provides their governments a
setting in which to discuss and develop economic and social
policy. In 1980, the countries adopted the OECD Privacy
Guidelines to help establish legislation [OECD80]. In 1998,
the organization revisited the guidelines to assess their
appropriateness in electronic environments and concluded
that the role of the private sector is to adopt clear privacy
policies for disclosure on the Internet [OECD98]. Similarly,
in 1998 the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), while
promoting self-regulatory efforts of online privacy,
published a Federal Register Notice requesting that trade
associations and industry groups voluntarily publicize their
online information practice guidelines and principles
[FTC98]. The recommendation of the FTC suggests that
privacy policies follow the code for fair information
practices [FIP73], which overlaps with the OECD Privacy
Guidelines. Although the efforts of the OECD and the FTC
are venerable, they are merely suggestions to guide the
private sector and legislators.
Despite these publicized
suggestions, the Georgetown Internet Privacy Policy Survey
[Cul99] found that Internet privacy disclosures do not
always conform to these guidelines.
2.2.2 Ambiguity and misplaced trust
Policies are also often ambiguous, difficult to find and
interpret. Consumers, understandably, often trust indirect
and abbreviated indicators of privacy protection rather than
reading the full privacy policy. For example, TRUSTe, an
independent, non-profit initiative, leases its policy seal t o
member companies that adhere to a set of online privacy
guidelines. However, this gives most consumers a false sense
of security since they do not realize that a Web site may
display this seal regardless of whether or not its privacy
policy truly protects consumer privacy. Often these practices
are buried deep in pages of legalese that many consumers
cannot digest.
Earp etal. [EM00] recently conducted a study designed t o
explore various privacy issues, including the perceived user
value of a site privacy policy. Their study revealed that 51%
of respondents read a privacy policy on an initial web site
visit, regardless of site category or brand status. However,
70% of the respondents reported their level of confidence i n
a web site increased if a privacy policy was simply available.
This contradiction suggests that some Web users maintain
the naïve belief that someone else will ensure that a web site
respects their consumer privacy. Although there exist
privacy protection seals (e.g. TRUSTe) and privacy
legislation, these measures do not provide adequate
protection for consumer privacy.
2.2.3 Failure to implement policy
Few e-commerce systems are designed from the outset
with privacy in mind. As a result, privacy policies are
seldom fully effective either because the organization’s own
system does not follow it, or because information “leaks” t o
other organizations who are under no obligation to follow it.
A recent report [GHS00] compared the privacy policies of 2 1

of the most visited health-related Web sites on the Internet
with the sites’ practices and concluded that inconsistencies
were common. For example, despite the policies’
commitments to patient anonymity, the report cites cases i n
which Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is vulnerable.
Similarly, our recent analysis of 24 e-Commerce privacy
policies found inconsistencies between particular site
privacy policies and their corresponding systems. This study
identified the tendency to sometimes misrepresent a
system’s functionality to those whose personal information
is processed and/or stored on those systems. These problems
emphasize the need for IT professionals to gain experience i n
developing proper privacy policies and for practitioners t o
have access to prescriptive guidance for specifying the
corresponding system requirements.

3. The Role of Policy in RE
Researchers are beginning to recognize the role of RE i n
policy analysis and formulation. Lichtenstein’s framework
for developing Internet security policy promotes a fourphase strategy to engineer information privacy and security:
requirements
definition,
design,
integration,
and
certification or accreditation [Lic97]. Unfortunately, the
framework offers no specific methods to address the
requirements definition phase. Similarly, the Policy
Framework for Interpreting Risk in e-Commerce Security
(PFIRES), developed at the Purdue University Center for
Education and Research in Information Assurance and
Security (CERIAS), provides a framework for managing
information security policy for electronic commerce
applications [PFI99]. The PFIRES framework employs a
lifecycle model that consists of the following phases:
assessment, planning, delivery and operation. Each phase of
the model is marked by specific exit criteria that must be met
before proceeding to the next phase, it does include feedback
loops that reflect the iterative nature of policy development
in e-commerce systems. The framework addresses the need t o
unify security policies in a manner consistent with
organizational electronic commerce objectives. Security
policies must be continually reviewed and updated t o
respond to changes in technology as well as the business
environment; the PFIRES lifecycle model supports this
iterative process by managing risks as an organization
adopts new technologies which may compromise its existing
security and/or privacy policies. While the PFIRES planning
phase does include a requirements definition step, it does
not currently offer systematic prescriptive guidance to the
analysts who are actually responsible for translating policy
recommendations into requirements [PFI99]. Although
researchers in the requirements engineering community are
beginning to focus on electronic commerce applications
[ACD01, AP98, Rob97] there remains a need to apply proven
requirements analysis methods and demonstrate how to best
apply these methods within the context of establishing
policy.
Antón and Earp have introduced strategies for specifying
privacy and security policies [AE01] that extend the GoalBased Requirements Analysis Method (GBRAM) [Ant97] and
build upon the PFIRES approach [PFI99] for assessing risk
in e-commerce systems. Risk assessment is built into the
PFIRES lifecycle and policy changes are classified along a
“change continuum”; tactical changes involve short-term
goal achievement whereas strategic changes involve longterm, broad-based initiatives.
Our strategy for policy
formation [AE01] focuses on goals that reside along this

change continuum. In requirements engineering, strategic
goals are those that reflect high-level enterprise goals. Since
these goals are typically more stable than requirements
[Ant97], they are a beneficial source from which to derive
requirements. Similarly, one can safely assume that strategic
goals are more stable, due to their long-term nature, than
tactical goals.
3.1. Policies vs. Requirements
Policies and requirements are similar in some respects,
but different in three crucial ways. They are similar in that
they both express desire or worth rather than fact. As Hume
[Hum1739] famously observed, values and facts occupy
irreconcilable domains of discourse: “is” propositions
derived from observation and reason can never imply the
“ought” propositions of ethics. This distinction is of great
practical significance when considering the relationship
between policies and requirements. To question whether a
policy is just and whether it is feasible given some facts
about the world is to ask two types of question. Similarly,
when analysts ask their customers whether they really want a
system to have a certain feature, or when they ask themselves
what are the implications (e.g. for cost or reliability) of
including the requirement, they are engaging in two different
forms of inquiry. The difference is not one of precision: One
can be dogmatic in one’s policies but uncertain in one’s
predictions. Nor is it a difference of topic: Both types of
question are about the same situations or behaviors. What i s
different between the two types of question, as Michael
Jackson [Jac95, Jac01] has articulated in the case of system
requirements, is the mood of the questions. Using the
terminology of classical grammar, Jackson refers t o
questions and statements of fact as being in the indicative
mood, whereas questions and statements of desire are made
in the optative mood.
Thus, as a first approximation, we might say that policies
and requirements are both primarily statements in the
optative mood, because they specify what must or ought t o
be done. Now we come to the differences between policies
and requirements. First, the scope of policies is broader than
requirements, including existing and conceivable future
requirements within their purview. This is more than a
difference in scale: Policies are really meta-requirements,
because the subject matter governed by policies is the
information management practices that are implemented b y
system requirements. In this respect, the relationship
between a policy and the detailed system requirements that
fall within its scope is similar to the relationship that exists
in the US Constitution between constitutional provisions
and items of legislation. A constitutional challenge amounts
to accepting the details of a law as given and asking whether
the consequences of applying it would violate the
constitution. In other words, the policy remains an optative
statement, but now an indicative question is raised about the
requirement. Similarly an IT requirement may be challenged
on the grounds that it violates a privacy policy.
The analogy
between
policy
observance
and
constitutionality starts to break down, of course, when we
consider who makes “constitutional” challenges in the case
of privacy policies and IT requirements, and how such
challenges are resolved. Business goals that drive IT
requirements may take priority over the high-minded
sentiments expressed in a privacy policy. The IT
professionals responsible for developing technological
assets for an organization and the organizational units that

reap value from these assets may be quite separate from and
not answerable to the group that drafted the privacy policy.
Alignment simply means bringing policy and requirements
into agreement and does not necessarily imply the priority of
policy. It is for the stakeholders involved (for example,
regulatory agencies, industrial associations, management of
the enterprise in question, etc.) to decide whether to change
the requirements to comply with the policy or vice versa and
the grounds on which this decision is to be made.
A second difference between policy and requirements i s
that policies are inevitably more charged with societal
values. This, indeed, is their purpose: Policies exist to fill i n
the gaps, iron out inconsistencies, and overrule locally
desired but globally inappropriate specifics in such a way
that broader values are preserved. In contrast to requirements,
which express operational goals, policies are expressed more
in terms of values to be promoted.
Finally, policies are inevitably more open-ended than
requirements. It is tempting to consider a policy and a set of
requirements as two sets of rules or optative statements that
are subject to formal specification and analysis for
consistency. But this is no more practical in the case of
quickly evolving IT services than it is in law. Just as “due
process” and “States’ rights” defy axiomatic definition, s o
privacy policies must refer to such nebulous entities as
“personal information” or “transaction history”, leaving it t o
the requirements of specific technologies to refer to specific
elements of information and transactions. However, these
requirements will usually not make the connection between
the terminology appropriate for the specific business
function being supported and the more open-ended terms i n
which the policy must be expressed.
3.2. Goal-Based Specification of Requirements
In software engineering, practitioners develop and
communicate their understanding of existing and envisioned
systems by constructing models, such as in object-oriented
development [JCJ92, RG92, Wir95]. However, none of these
approaches provide direct support for uncovering values. It
is not clear how the values afforded by a system are revealed
by the objects it contains, the functions it performs or the
synchronization constraints that it obeys. For our purposes,
the recent trend toward teleological modeling [AP98] is more
promising. Goal and scenario analyses [DvLF93, RGK99,
RSB98, vLDM95, VL98] offer methodical and systematic
approaches both for formulating policy goals and
guaranteeing that a system’s requirements [SM93] are i n
compliance with these policies and users’ values.
A teleological model consists of a directed network of
goals, in which some goals are sub-goals of higher-level
goals [Ant97, AP98, DvLF93]. Also included in a
teleological model are the actors who perform goal-achieving
tasks, and any obstacles or situational factors that block
goals from being achieved [Pot95]. High-level goals
represent business objectives or high-level mandates. Lowerlevel refinements consist of achievement goals that are
associated with the performance of tasks either by the system
or its users. Goal-driven approaches address why systems are
specified and implemented as they are, expressing the
rationale and justification for specific features. Focusing o n
goals, instead of specific requirements, allows analysts t o
communicate with stakeholders, in terms of their values,
using a language based on concepts with which they are both
comfortable and familiar. Similar approaches have been
adopted in human-computer interaction (HCI) for modeling

user tasks, including task-analytic models for design
[HH93], reliability analysis [Kir94], and predictive
performance models, such as the GOMS family [SMN83], i n
which user operations are mapped onto higher level unit-task
goals that are ascribed to the user. In business planning,
task/goal breakdowns and the operational definition of goalachievement conditions have been a standard practice since
the 1960’s Management-by-Objectives movement [KT76].
What all these modeling approaches share in common i s
the assumption that the question “whose goals?” i s
unproblematic. In requirements engineering, the goals for the
system are the customer’s stated or implied goals; in humancomputer interaction, the goals are the goals ascribed to the
rational, motivated, experienced user; and in business
planning, the goals are those of the organization. In many
situations, however, the reality and determinative role of
goals has been questioned. Writers of organizational theory
have questioned whether organizations are rational entities
to which goals can coherently be ascribed [Mor86]. And
critics of the symbolic cognition paradigm have questioned
whether actors ever formulate and execute goal-directed
plans [Suc90]. While these are reasonable criticisms that
have not been taken seriously enough by the research efforts
outlined above, we believe that stakeholder disagreements
can be incorporated into the goal-based framework simply b y
admitting multiple sets of goals, indexing each set with the
stakeholder that wishes to achieve them. We leave it to the
politics of the situation to determine which set of goals
(which stakeholder) will prevail.
3.3 Scenario-Based Analysis
of Policy and
Requirements
Use cases and scenarios have emerged as prominent
analysis tools in requirements engineering, owing to their
richness and informality [WPJ98]. During a system’s early
design stages, designers, users and other stakeholders may
not fully appreciate the implications of many proposals. Use
cases, introduced by the object-oriented development
community (e.g. [JCJ92, Fow97, JCJ92]), describe the
possible interactions between external actors and the
proposed system. In UML (Unified Modeling Language)
[Fow97], use cases and scenarios figure prominently and are
represented at multiple levels of detail in several separate
notations. Concrete scenarios are essential for developing an
understanding of the customer’s needs and the operational
concept for the system [LPR93], and they provide a rich and
expressive representation with which stakeholders can
communicate [AP99, Mai98].
Scenarios are also useful in other design and planning
disciplines, including HCI, organizational process design
[AP99], and strategic planning [Hei96, Rin98, Sch91,
Wal96]. Scenarios are used in these disciplines to stimulate
thinking [JBC98]. In HCI, scenarios aid communication
between users and developers about task descriptions, user
interface specifications, and prototypes or mockups of
interfaces. In organizational planning, they support the
analysis of workflow designs. And in strategic planning,
they are used to explore the consequences of alternative
future circumstances. In this last capacity, scenarios are also
used to envisage how technical systems may change as the
result of sociotechnical changes [AP98]. Thus, scenarios may
be applied at both strategic and tactical (operational) levels,
but as we have observed previously [AMP94], scenario
analysis aids in bringing tactical goals into alignment with
the organization’s strategic goals.

Scenarios describe narrative sequences that can be real
(as in incident reconstruction), desired (such as illustrating a
satisfactory application of a policy), or imagined but
undesirable (such as an illustration of a policy violation that
is to be avoided). In software engineering, scenarios are
usually developed for the desired cases, as suggested by the
term for the more general concept “use case.” For dependable
systems, however, there has also been recent interest in the
representation of “abuse cases” [McD98], that is undesirable
scenarios. We therefore distinguish between use cases, which
are narratives that illustrate actual or desired sequences of
satisfactory events; abuse cases, in which there is an
exogenous intervention that leads to a policy violation (e.g.
a security intrusion) or the information user participates i n
the violation (e.g. by disclosing personal information to a
third-party without permission); and misuse cases, in which
there is some willful undermining of a policy (e.g. by using
information for a purpose other than that for which it was
gathered). It is misuse cases that most clearly illuminate
misalignment between policy and system requirements
[Pot01a].
3.4. Aligning Privacy Values with Systems and Policy
More often than not, privacy and security policies are
developed as an afterthought to a system or not at all,
leading to the introduction of evolutionary electronic
commerce systems that fail to adequately address consumers’
privacy values and concerns. Moreover the relationship
between societal values concerning the privacy of PII and the
policies and technical mechanisms of IT has been obscured,
and poorly addressed within the software engineering
community. Software engineers have paid very little
attention to how values affect the evolution of systems and
IT policy. This is due, in part, to the difficulty in applying
traditional software requirements engineering techniques t o
systems in which policy is continually changing due to the
need to respond to the rapid introduction of new
technologies which compromise those policies.
The first step in aligning IT requirements and privacy
policy is to articulate what strategic goals the policies
actually support. We are currently engaged in a goal-mining
exercise. Goal mining refers to the extraction of goals from
data sources (in this case privacy policies) by the application
of goal-based requirements analysis methods [Ant97]. The
extracted goals are expressed in structured natural language.
Twenty-four e-Commerce privacy policies from nonregulated industries have been evaluated thus far. The goalmining effort yielded over 800 goals. The primary emphasis
of this preliminary investigation was upon that goal’s
implications as far as privacy protection and invasions are
concerned. Goals were later refined into subcategories within
a preliminary taxonomy that more closely mirrors the
functionality of goals strictly for ease of analysis. The
identified goals are useful for analyzing implicit internal
conflicts within privacy policies and conflicts between
privacy policies and the corresponding web sites and their
manner of operation. These goals can be used to reconstruct
the implicit requirements met by the privacy policies.
Analysts begin the goal-mining process by exploring
any available information sources such as existing security
and privacy policies, or requirements specifications and
design documentation, to identify both strategic and tactical
goals. These goals are documented and annotated with
auxiliary information including the responsible agents.
Goals are then organized according to goal type and in this

case keyword and subject. Detailed techniques and heuristics
for each of these operations are described in two theses
[Ant97, Dem00].
Once goals are identified, they are
elaborated; goal elaboration entails analyzing each goal for
the purpose of documenting goal obstacles, scenarios,
constraints, pre-conditions, post-conditions, questions and
rationale.
Goal refinement consists of removing
synonymous
and redundant
goals, resolving
any
inconsistencies that exist within the goal set [Dem00], and
operationalizing the goals into a requirements specification.
We broadly classify privacy goals into two categories:
privacy protection goals and those that suggest the potential
for privacy invasions, where privacy protection and privacy
vulnerability goals mirrors Jackson’s distinction between
optative and indicative requirements [Jac95, Jac01, ZJ97].
Privacy protection goals are those related to the desired
protection of consumer privacy rights; privacy vulnerability
goals are those related to existing threats to consumer
privacy. Privacy protection goals are those which relate t o
the five Fair Information Practice Principles: 1) notice /
awareness, 2) choice / consent, 3) access / participation, 4)
integrity / security, and 5) enforcement / redress [FIP73]. In
contrast, privacy vulnerability goals are those that represent
statements of fact that suggest the existence of
vulnerabilities for privacy invasions. The privacy goals are
eventually operationalized into system requirements and
checked for compliance with the respective policies. A full
analysis and report of this study is forthcoming..

4. Mapping Privacy Policies onto Physical
Metaphors
Because the documentation of policies serves different
functions from the documentation of requirements and i s
less amenable to precision and closure, we propose different
strategies for expressing and representing policies and
requirements. For policies, we propose Lakoff and Johnson’s
perspective from research into the centrality of metaphor i n
cognitive semantics [LJ99], arguing that privacy policies can
be mapped onto several physically grounded metaphors such
as containment, force and location. Metaphor is usually
regarded as an exceptional and figurative use of language i n
contrast to the normal use of language to convey meaning
literally. There is certainly one area within IT in which such a
role for metaphor is well recognized, the user interface, but
the “metaphors” there (such as desktops and trash cans) are
rather trite and iconic. Lakoff and Johnson argue that
figurative language, whether verbal or iconic, is the
exception, and that unrecognized metaphors are fundamental
to our understanding of all abstract concepts and shape how
we talk about them. Such ubiquitous metaphors map
abstractions onto simple concepts of physical embodiment,
such as proximity, spatial location, visibility, etc. For
example, even something as basic as the passage of time i s
mapped onto spatial concepts when we speak of moving
“into” the future or putting something “behind” us. And yet,
although sometimes we think of the past as spatially behind,
we also regard it as “before” (i.e. in plain view in front). These
conceptualizations of time are truly metaphorical rather than
straightforward isomorphisms from the temporal domain t o
the spatial precisely because they provide several ways of
conceptualizing time that are individually only partly
successful. Sometimes we need to think of the past as given
and therefore visible and in front, and sometimes we need t o
think of the passage of time as a forward trajectory into the
future, thus placing the past at our backs. It is futile to ask

which is the “correct” view: depending on the question you
are answering, either one may be adopted.
What this all has to do with IT and privacy is that
although information has become an everyday concept i t
lacks a basic vocabulary, being abstract in essence. The
strong claim from embodied cognition [LJ88] is that
reasoning about complex value-laden policy domains, such
as information privacy and ownership, inevitably involves
mappings to physical concepts that color our thinking
[Pot01b]. It could be argued that an alternative is to develop
formal, axiomatic theories of policy that free us from
potentially misleading metaphors. Indeed such attempts
have a long history in rule systems as legislation, policies
and design guidelines including the use of deontic logic
[MW93], modal logics [FP86] and speech-act theory [Sea69]
to formalize the notions of rights, obligations and
commitments. But in no case is there a model (i.e. a concrete
interpretation of the formal theory) that seems able to reflect
how we actually talk and think about these concepts. In
contrast, Johnson [Joh93] presents a strong case that ethical
theories and policy domains can be presented and disputed
in terms of such individually incomplete but collectively
compelling metaphors as “moral interactions are commodity
transactions” or “rights are rights-of-way.” It would seem
that we can no more do without these metaphors for moral
and policy issues than we can stop talking about the past and
future as if they were places or spatial directions. Rather than
admitting this shamefacedly and nevertheless proposing t o
adopt an abstract semantic theory for privacy rights and
obligations, we take the perspective that metaphor should be
placed front and center [sic.] and that appropriate physical
mappings be used for depicting privacy policies and the
related aspects of required system operations.
What might be some examples of privacy metaphors?
Here are some suggestions that we are exploring:
Private information is on my land. Information occupies
a “space” and the information subject is its legitimate tenant.
There is a boundary around the property delimiting PII from
innocuous information in the “commons”. Disclosure of PII
is equivalent to inviting someone into the private space.
Private information is stuff that belongs to me.
Information is a substance that can be bought, sold and
stolen. When I own it, I have it; when you buy it or steal it,
you have it. This metaphor applies to all intellectual
property, including trade secrets or copyright-protected
works. According to the property metaphor, “if the
information belongs to me, I can do what I want with it”.
Unlike the aforementioned real estate metaphor, where agents
move relative to the property, in this property metaphor it i s
the property itself that changes hands.
Private information is only visible to me. Information
can be seen or not depending on how clear the view is from
your perspective or whether it is hidden. Information
surveillance is like using a telescope or microphone.
Firewalls are like heavy curtains. Encryption is a form of
camouflage.
Policies are forces. An agreement not to disclose
information is a force in competition with other forces. An
unfeasible, rescinded or overridden policy has been
overcome by a greater force.
As explained earlier we must often adopt multiple
metaphors for abstract domains. It is where the metaphors
clash or analogies break down that we should look for nonobvious implications that are of interest to the practitioner.

For example, hiding a physical object in an opaque container
is not the same as rendering it invisible: it is still clear that
something is hidden, even though its nature is not
accessible, and the opaque object hides objects behind it as
well as those in it. If we use this metaphor for information
objects, with visibility and viewpoints corresponding t o
capabilities and rights with respect to the information, what
are the analogues of being hidden but still manifestly
present, or occluded but not deliberately hidden? Examples
of such issues are the use of data mining techniques t o
identify data subjects even though each data record i s
anonymous in isolation.
In computing, an ontology is the set of basic categories
that are fundamental to developing a description of a system.
Problems occur when different systems that are to be
integrated or that inter-operate in a wider business context
nevertheless have subtly conflicting underlying ontologies.
An organization’s privacy policy and a jurisdiction’s laws
might embody different ontologies. For example, the law
might treat an identifier as a fundamentally different kind of
thing from an arbitrary item of information about the entity
that the identifier denotes; whereas the policy might regard
identifiers and other PII simply as “personal information.” In
such a case, a policy that had no way of expressing the
distinction would inevitably run afoul of any law that
distinguished between unauthorized disclosure of identifiers
(e.g. social security numbers) and disclosure of other
information that could be used to identify individuals (e.g.
credit-card transaction history). Recovering the implied
ontology underlying the wording of policies and features i s
therefore important if we are to be able to identify points of
conflict.

5. Privacy Teleologies and their Discovery
A policy states what should be done if the sites in its
scope operate as they are expected and promised to do. But
sites exist in a more informal and less legalistic context of
users’ intentions. Intentions are in principle less amenable t o
formal description than policy. A visitor’s intent, viewed as a
micro-policy, might be plausibly stated as “buy the cheapest
computer that I can find”. However, this goal is not only tacit
as opposed to documented explicitly, it is also defined only
through the moment-by-moment unfolding of interaction at
the site, rather than being pre-specified. What people say
they value with respect to personal privacy is not necessarily
what their actions reveal are their highest priorities online
[EM00].
The first step is to turn policy specifications around and
parse them from the point of view of information subjects.
Suppose a policy promises not to disclose information to a
third-party without the information subject’s permission.
Explicitly, the policy states what the technology on the site
will and will not do in various situations. However, it is also
implying something about the information subject: perhaps
that the standard visitor to the site values personal
sovereignty or veto power over the use of his or her PII. Such
an ascription of values to users by policies does not require
that the designers of the site’s technology or the authors of
the policy consciously thought this, and it certainly does
not suggest that the site’s technology is constructed to use a
teleological model of its users. In fact, the accidental
emergence of such ascribed values is what makes the
technique of value ascription so powerful: we have a
benchmark against which we can compare what users actually
say and what they actually do, neither of which are

necessarily the same as what the values ascribed to them in a
site’s policy would predict.

7. Summary and Future Work
The objective of this paper is to encourage RE researchers
and practitioners to adopt a more holistic view of the
systems they specify and to consider the relationship (and
impacts) of policy (be it security or privacy policy),
stakeholder values and system requirements. We have argued
that requirements and privacy policies should be aligned and
that these, in turn, should be aligned with societal values.
Both forms of alignment are important for the effective
evolution of IT/e-Commerce, because concerns with privacy
are consumer-driven. This is a real problem, because as we
have reported, many existing e-Commerce applications fail
to implement the privacy policy stated on the organization’s
site. Moreover, many consumers misunderstand the policies
that are supposed to apply and are complacent about what
they really say.
Addressing
the
alignment
problem
requires
acknowledging that policies are not merely vague, umbrella
requirements, but are different in type. Although, both
requirements and policies may be reduced to goals, policies
cannot generally be formalized at the same level, as
discussed in Section 3.1. We have described several ways i n
which goal-based, scenario-based, and metaphor-based
requirements engineering can be extended to address the
alignment problem.
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